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From The Principal      Mr Clive Logan

Are we losing authenticity in the digital age?
How honest, genuine and real are we really with other people? 
Is what we say or show now more and more online an authentic 
account of our real view on an issue or does the medium influence 
our opinion?

These philosophical-sounding questions are important as 
online dialogue increasingly becomes the dominant form of 
communication. Here’s my take:

1. Online dialogue removes inhibition. Anonymity encourages 
people to be more forthright and personal but it may result in 
pretentious moralising.
There are plenty of upsides to this enhanced freedom of expression - anonymity and/or 
invisibility can lead to respondents being more willing to open up. ‘Comment’ areas allow 
people to contribute to a debate in their own time. It saves time instead of working out 
where and when to meet in a busy schedule.

When it comes to Social Media, I’m not so convinced. Take Facebook and Twitter. How many 
of us there say exactly what we would say in real life to a friend face to face? I suspect that 
more and more people are actively managing their online identity and statements on social 
media to become part of a projected persona, an identity management tool.

2. What we say online is there for posterity – we’re on record. This is a potentially inhibiting 
factor as we become more aware of well-publicised instances where people, often celebrities, 
regret what they have written online.

The consequence, with this in mind, is that we may override the intuitive (the immediate 
insight) with the considered and the deliberate. This may mean our comments are artificially 
biased by rational thinking and don’t fully reflect our real opinions. But it appears to me that 
this is still better than those who post what they think without considering the consequences 
of what they have said – and the reaction that follows.

3. The projection of an online persona means that we filter what we say to fit an image, an 
identity. Doesn’t mean it’s not “true”, just not the whole picture. This isn’t always easy if you 
haven’t ever met the actual person and don’t have an interest or understanding of their lives, 
warts and all.

4. Online perceptions are tempting in that we can seemingly get visual access to people’s 
lives quicker – picture and videos are easily uploaded, often with location data. We shouldn’t 
forget the selective nature of this seductive medium – zoom out, so to speak, of the shot. Is 
this what you want to have left as a lasting memory?

5. Do we always have to post? I believe the following premise: “If you don’t have anything 
good to say in public, don’t say anything at all”. Disapproval is best expressed by saying 
nothing. 

What’s New on the Website

NEGS IGSSA 2014 Draws 
Combined Training Forms - Equestrian

Parenting Ideas Magazine

Term Dates to Remember

TERM 3  (10 weeks)   
JULY

 Monday 28 Year 12 Trial Examinations  
 commence

SEPTEMBER
Thursday  4  Year 11 Examinations   
 commence

Friday 5 Grandparents’ Day

  Old Girls’ Framed Art Show 

Saturday 6  Old Girls’ Weekend

  St John’s / NEGS Spring Fair

Thursday 18 Year 12 Valedictory Chapel 

  and Graduation 

Friday 19  Buses depart from 7.30am

NEGS Calendar Link  

http://negs.nsw.edu.au/calendar/
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Don’t get me wrong: online dialogue is great – it’s transforming the way we experience the world, totally liberating us from many 
restrictions of place, time and format. It’s also a medium that changes the way we express ourselves. As social media evolves to 
become a mainstream and legitimate expression of sentiment, it challenges us to consider how authentic, how honest and real we are 
and how authentic we expect others to be. 

So, what does it mean to be authentic?

1. Authentic people are not afraid to be who they are. Their actions show that they are not trying to put on a “mask.” They are secure 
in who they are. They know their strengths and use them in a loving, compassionate way. There is no building themselves up to look 
better, there is no tearing others down to make them look worse.

2. Authentic people are interested in others. They are comfortable with themselves and learn to be comfortable with others who are 
different. They see in others another part of themselves and eagerly want to learn from others.

3. Authentic people put others at ease. If you feel welcomed, relaxed and at home then you have just encountered an authentic 
person. Your feelings will feel heard, respected, important, interesting. They make us feel that way because that is how they see us and 
through their sight we in turn see ourselves in a new light.

4. Authentic people live in the ‘moment’. They are living their passion and sharing it with others. They know well that life must be lived 
and experienced one situation at a time. When we are in their presence we know it too, for we vibrate with their energy.

5. Authentic people are not arrogant or selfish. They detach from agendas and are never too busy for their own lives or making time 
for others. They have meaningful relationship with others. First, be authentic yourself; and second, be more authentic with others. The 
key to this is not to have any hidden agendas!

6. Authenticity is about being genuine and real. Authentic people accept their strengths and weaknesses. They are accountable. They 
are connected to their values and desires and act deliberately in ways that are consistent with those qualities. It allows us to connect 
deeply with others because it requires us to be transparent and vulnerable.

7. Authenticity liberates us from the pressures of always trying to be something else, always trying to be perfect.

Are you an authentic person? Warning: it’s not easy!

Music News           Mrs Tall

IMPORTANT MESSAGE FOR PARENTS & CARERS OF 11-13 YR OLD GIRLS.

Dear Parents & Carers,
I would like to bring to your attention The National Self Detection 
Program for Scoliosis (curvature of the spine) for adolescent girls. The 
Spine Society of Australia recommends that all girls aged between 11-13 
yrs should perform the self detection test, and if any concerns see there 
G.P or Physiotherapist for further assessment.

Three out of every 1000 girls will require active treatment for Scoliosis. 
In the early stages the condition is mostly asymptomatic, therefore 
screening adolescent girls is highly recommended as a preventative 
measure.

The National Self Detection Brochure can be downloaded from www.
scoliosis-australia.org. I would strongly encourage all families to
check the website and address this issue. Alternatively hardcopies of the 
brochure are available from the Health Centre.

If your daughter is a Boarder and you would like her assessed at school, 
an appointment can be made to see a Physiotherapist through the Heath 
Centre, with the cost charged to your account.

Please contact The Health Centre on 6774 8716 or health.centre@negs.
nsw.edu.au, to request an appointment or if you have any questions.

From the Health Centre   Cathy Beevors & Jodie Jackson

Showcase Concert held last Term



•  Brooke & Hollie had a busy time over the holidays with Show jumping 
Competitions.
They participated for 3 days  at the Gunnedah Show Society Show 
jumping Festival from 20-22 June. There was a lot of strong competition, 
over 100 competitors in the open classes & up to 50 competitors in the 
junior classes. The both rode very well, through the cold and rain & very 
rough grounds.
 
Brooke 1st -  Under 17 60cm on a friends horse Kiddy Coy
Hollie 1st – Under 17 80cm on Charlie
Hollie 5th – Under 17 1m on Charlie
Hollie 2nd – Under 17 60cm on Myla
 
They then moved onto the NNWSJC – Tamworth Winter Indoor 
Championships at AELEC for 2 days on 28-29 June. Again the competition 
was very strong and the  weather was cold and wet but the grounds held 
up well in the sand.

Brooke 2nd – Junior 1.04m on Brave Kid
Brooke 1st – Junior 90cm on Brave Kid
Brooke 3rd – Junior 95cm on BaveKid
Hollie 2nd – Junior 75cm on Myla
Hollie 2nd – Junior 85cm on Charlie
Hollie 4th – Junior 1.04m on Charlie
 
Both Brooke & Hollie had qualified to attend the NSW Pony Club State 
Show Jumping Championships in Condobolin. They competed against the 
best from around NSW and also competitors from QLD and Victoria that 
also braved the long drive and cold weather.  It was a 5 day trip for 2 days 
of competition, they were only allowed to go  in 2 events each day.
 
Brooke competed on Brave Kid  in  the official 15-17 -  A Grade 
championship level with a total of 26 competitors.
She placed 5th  in the Grand Prix and 8th in the AM5 and overall she was 
placed 12th- A great result on a horse off the track that she has trained 
herself.

Hollie competed on Charlie in the under 13 C grade level with a total of 16 
competitors.
She placed 3rd in the Grand Prix, 2nd in AM5, 1st in AM5 and 2nd in 
Accumulator by 100th of a second. She was only beaten by a QLD rider 
and overall placed 2nd. Great effort for a 10 year old on a big horse.

• Congratulations to all NEGS students who excelled in their sections.

THE WOOL AWARDS
Mary Carter was awarded Highly Commended (3rd) in the Open Evening 
Wear Section of the Wool Awards. She competed against Universtiy 
and Private Design College students. As previously mentioned Edwina 
Morton’s Secondary Schools section made it to the catwalk. We were 
well represented both in entries and models. Leila Sweeney (Old Girl) had 
a number of entries, Nichola Eliott (Old Girl) had entered a garment in 
the evening section as well as modelled, Isabella Ritter Year 10, Brigitte 
Michel Year 12 and Alexandra Rose Year 6 all modelled as well as Mary 
Carter Yr 11. I was very proud of all of them on the night.

NERAM Let’s Hang IT Competition
Sarah Parkes Year 10 won the Secondary 
Schools section up against Year 12 students.

• Well done to our St John’s swim-star 
Calan L. who competed at the New 
England and North West Area Swimming 
Championships in June. He competed in 9 
events and achieved an amazing 5 PBs, 7 
medals and won the 9 year Age Champion 
Trophy. Super effort!

• NSW State Age Netball finals - Under 15 Division 3-4th place (3 NEGS 
students in team) & Under 14 Division 4-5th place (1 NEGS student) - 
Congratulations to Emily, Laura and Charlotte who played in the Under 
15’s NSW Netball State Age Finals in Minto, NSW, in a three day carnival. 
They were representing Armidale District Netball Association. They played 
in Division 3 and were placed 4th in the competition, a fantastic result! 
Thelma played in the Under 14’s in Division 4 and they were placed 5th - 
another great result!

Good News & Achievements

Brooke at Tamworth

Hollie at Tamworth

Brooke & Hollie at Condobolin



In a marathon fortnight of training and competition, members of 
the NEGS Rifle Club have achieved exciting individual and team 
successes.

Four girls nominated for, and were selected in, the Country Under 
25 Team to shoot against City - Sophie Marett, Natasha Fulton-
Kennedy, Georgia White and Isabelle Cameron. They joined Old 
Girl Rowan McNaught and other young shooters for the gruelling 
match at ANZAC Range Malabar, eventually losing to City in 
difficult shooting conditions.

The Country squad members then joined their colleagues at 
Wingham Rifle Range for four days intensive training with current 
State Champion Tony Moon and his Queen’s Prize winner Wendy 
Moon. The team trained alongside Scot’s College and welcomed 
team armourer Fred Lawler and other supporters throughout the 
week. Training culminated in a “friendly” match against Scot’s in 
which the understrength NEGS team beat the boys at two ranges, 
a portent for things to come.

This year NEGS was asked to organise the Fiona Reynolds All 
Schools Match, moved from ANZAC to Hornsby Range, so the 
whole team joined in to gather in entries, conduct the target 
draw, arrange score cards and stats and generally manage the 
competition.

NEGS then lined up with thirteen other teams of five shooters on Saturday 12th July to 
shoot one range at 500 metres and two at 600 metres over a tight three hour schedule. 
NEGS finished fourth behind two excellent Sydney High teams and old rivals Scot’s. Natasha 
Fulton-Kennedy was the fourth best shot from 70 competitors. In the concurrent match with 
Sydney High and TAS, NEGS came second and also collected the Honner Shield and The Burl 
in the concurrent match with Shore.

In the AAGPS Rifle Shooting Premiership, the team continued to perform well above 
expectations. In the Rawson Cup, NEGS held fifth position across both ranges, easing out 
King’s, Newington and TAS. In the NRA Shield the good fortune continued. On Wednesday, 
the team competed alongside the Seconds Match, possibly a more even contest for the less 
experienced girls, with the result that NEGS came a virtual second behind Sydney High.

Individually Natasha finished with the 8th highest score from 64 shooters, however the 
team all shot personal bests in both training and the matches, finishing the two weeks with 
a feeling of achievement and continued enthusiasm. 

Support for the team was a feature of the fortnight, especially from David and Cath Marett 
and Andrew Cameron. The team also enjoyed a continual flow of support from parents, 
grand parents, Old Girls, the Principal and fellow shooters and staff from the seven GPS 
schools. The team thanks them all.

NEGS Rifle Club      Mr David Rose 

Anna CampbellCath & David Marett

Natasha Fulton-Kennedy & Sophie Marett

Sarah Wyatt

Isabelle Cameron

Left to Right Standing: Alex Patten, Sophie Marett, Natasha Fulton-Kennedy, 
Georgia White and Isabelle Cameron.

Left to Right Front: Anna Campbell and Sarah Wyatt.



WELCOME BACK to all students and families, and a very warm welcome to students starting this term in St Johns and NEGS.

We started the term with two inspiring guest speakers sponsored by the NSW Parent’s Council- Years 7-10 listened to Nina Funnell and Years 11-12 
heard from Kate Fitzsimmons. It was lovely to see parents present as well. The girls were high in their praise and admiration for these two amazing 
role-models for young women, as seen in the girls’ comments below:

“I thought that her (Nina Funnell) speech was very inspiring and made me believe that it doesn’t matter what you look like compared to your 
peers, you are beautiful in your own way. It made me notice the problem and that we need to do something about it.”  Sophie Mitchell and Abbey 
Brazier, Year 7

“It’s lovely that she is thinking about the young girls and ladies out there. It’s wonderful that she relates back to herself as a child and a teenager. I 
think she has made a good effort to make the girls at NEGS feel more comfortable about herself. I know that a lot of the girls in my year are talking 
about her and her talk, about all the positive things that Nina has showed us.” 
Olivia Carter, Year 8

“ I thought that Nina’s talk on body image was very interesting and informative about the issues adolescents face. I found that it was very helpful 
how Nina went into depth about how body image for women is represented in the media. I especially found it intriguing that in the 1950’s there 
were advertisements for women to become curvier compared to today’s “skinny is beautiful” stereotype. As an adolescent girl growing up in this 
day and age, Nina’s talk was inspiring and motivating.” Emily Sole Year 9

“Kate Fitsimmons’ talk about safe travelling taught us a lot and she was a great speaker who put ‘ourselves in her shoes’. It made us really think 
about our safety and our actions when we are overseas and how just one small decision can impact so many lives including our own. Safe travel is 
something that is the last thing on our minds when travelling overseas, but Kate’s speech made us think more about it. “  Adelaide Vivers, Year 11

“Kate Fitzsimmons’ presentation had a great impact on me. By her sharing her tragedy with us you were given a first hand synopsis of what she 
and her family went through. She shared true facts, not just numbers but true living scenes that have happened. She was wonderful and I admire 
her very much. I now know that travelling is not just getting on a plane, it's work and research if you want to heighten your chances of coming 
home. “ Anthea Powell, Year 11

"The girls, in particular year twelve, found this talk both inspirational and beneficial for those venturing off into the unknown next year. Kate 
Fitzsimmons put life into perspective and taught us how a moment can change one’s life forever. Our closeness in age to Kate made the talk far 
more realistic and hard hitting. We would like to thank Kate and the ‘Nicole Foundation’ for coming to talk to us about ‘safe travel’. We will all take 
on Kate's advice and experience and embrace the future, with the same enthusiastic nature and the same resilience that Kate showed when life 
does not go to plan."  Savannah Peterson, Year 12

How to reduce your child’s risk of depression and clinical anxiety
Strategies for parents of primary-school aged children & for teenage children

The University of Melbourne, with funding from beyondblue, has developed new guidelines for parents to reduce the risk of their children developing 
depression or anxiety.

How to reduce your child’s risk of depression and clinical anxiety: Strategies for parents of primary-school aged children is a general set of 
recommendations that may also be useful for parents whose child is already experiencing some symptoms of depression or anxiety. The University of 
Melbourne and beyondblue recognise that each family is unique, and so parents may need to adapt these strategies to their specific situation.

To view the guidelines, please visit www.parentingstrategies.net/depression
Please note that a similar guide for teenage children is also available at the above link.

Student Wellbeing@NEGS      Angela Sole 

Kate Fitzsimmons

Nina Funnell



ParentingIdeas

This issue contains articles about:

 children with autism
 separation anxiety – including teenagers
 dispelling the myth that teens don’t need parents
 kids who catastrophise
 helping kids be calm

Issue 12 is now available from the following link:
http://www.parentingideas.com.au/Parent_Magazine.html

Are you a helicopter parent?
The face of parenting is changing. 

Too many parents hover around their kids not giving them the space to grow up or grow away from them. Fear is a factor that drives the move toward 
this constant hovering. 

This new breed dubbed ‘helicopter parents’ have forgotten that their job is to make themselves redundant as soon as possible. Not redundant in an 
emotional sense but in terms of practical independence. 

These ‘helicopter parents’ generally over-parent; bubble-wrapping their children in parental concern. And it’s not healthy for children. They need to 
be able to grow up free from having to please their parents, free to make their own mistakes and free to feel discomfort. We learn so much from our 
mistakes and some of life’s disappointments. The stronger the wind the stronger the trees has some currency here. 

Parent-as-coach is the answer 

Rather than be a helicopter parent, help children cope with difficulties and challenges by viewing your role as that of a coach. 

Help children overcome difficulties that they encounter:

 1.  Reframe the difficulty as a challenge rather than a problem. Even use the term challenge when speaking about the issue. “Going to school 
camp can be a challenge but I think you have what it takes to get through it.” Kids take their cues about how they view the world and events 
primarily from parents so if you see problems everywhere then it would take an innately optimistic child to see them over-wise. Your attitude is 
catching!

 
 2.  Encourage by showing confidence in children’s abilities to overcome difficulties that they meet. If you think that a child can’t do something 

then you are probably correct. Children generally meet their parents’ expectations whether they are positive or negative. Parents also need to 
keep children’s confidence up when they experience difficulty.

 3.  Teach children the skills and mechanisms to cope with their difficulties. Talk them through challenging situations and give them ideas to 
help them cope. You may even rehearse some skills or the language that they may need in certain circumstances. 

 
 4.  Give your child the Opportunity to deal with the problem in their own way. Don’t keep checking up on them. For instance, one parent 

who was unsure if her son could cope with being away on a three day camp found excuses to visit her child twice. The sub-text to this type of 
monitoring is that she didn’t think her child could cope.

 5.  Praise them for their success (or partial success) in getting through the difficult circumstances.  It may also be useful to deconstruct the 
event with older children. “What did you do to help you get over your fears when you spoke in front of the school?”

Armidale Freedom Climb

Join us for OM's Inaugural Armidale Freedom Climb to help raise 
funds, prayer and awareness for women and children caught in 
slavery and human trafficking.

Where: Cathedral Rock in the Cathedral Rock National Park (On the 
Armidale to Coffs Harbour road, 5 km west of Ebor)
Starting point: The Barokee Camping ground / car park
Time: 9 am
Distance: 5.8 km loop
Time: Approx 2.75 hrs, but with time spent at the top, more like 
3.5 hrs+
Distance from Armidale to Barokee Camping ground: 80 km (last 8 
km gravel)
Difficulty: Medium difficulty - the last 300 meters is climbing 
through big boulders with a chain climb at the end.

Registration cost: Adult: $20 Student: $15 Family $35
Date: August 30th

If you can’t climb you can still be a part of Freedom Climb Armidale 
by sponsoring a climber, joining the prayer initiative or  joining us 
for the lunch to hear more about the issues and how OM is making 
a difference.

For more about the climb visit us on Facebook 
 
Thanks for your part in making a difference in the lives of women 
and children caught in trafficking, slavery and exploitation
If you have any questions please do not hesitate to contact me
 
Blessings, 
Director Freedom Climb Australia
www.freedomclimbkinabalu.wordpress.com
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Boarding News      Miss Thompson & Miss Ronald 

Dear Families, Girls and our NEGS Boarding Community,

Welcome back to Term 3! 
We are 1 week in and already it is shaping up to be a busy term. Last Thursday afternoon both Kirkwood and Saumarez Boarders traveled to the SPORT 
UNE Hockey Pitches to support both our Junior and Senior IGSSA teams. The girls faced off against the girls from Rugby, England. It was wonderful to 
see the English girls return, 2 years after their last tour of Australia. The NEGS Boarders cheered our girls to a 2-4 victory in the Junior game and a 1-0 
victory in the Senior Game. 

This Thursday, 24th July, is the annual ‘Girls night in’. Current Year 6 girls and prospective 2015, Year 7 students are invited to NEGS for a day of Year 7 
classes, followed by a sleepover in the Boarding House. Current Year 7 Boarders have been invited to stay with the Year 6 girls and act as mentors. Our 
Year 11 and 12 Boarders will also be involved. Our Prefects will be assisting with a question and answer session for parents and future students and 
Year 11 Boarders will be assisting with some afternoon activities. 

Weekend activities will continue to be organised for the girls. We have sought feedback from our Boarding Prefects, and as a result we will be giving 
the NEGS Boarders opportunities to attend the TAS Rugby of a weekend throughout the term. Specific details of dates and times will be communicated 
through our weekly ‘Weekend Boarding Outline’. 

On an academic note there will be a formal assembly on Tuesday 29th July at 12.05pm in the Assembly Hall. You are all most welcome to attend. 
However, you will receive an email from your daughter’s Year Advisor if your daughter is receiving an award. Unfortunately, Year 12 will not be able to 
attend this Assembly as it falls during their Trial Examinations. Year 12 award recipients will be recognised during a year meeting after the completion 
of their examinations. 

The NEGS Spring Fair is being held on Saturday 6th of September. This is a great community event and we would love to see as many of you involved 
as possible. More specific information about various year group stalls will be communicated to you through the respective Year Advisors and Liaison 
Parents. 

Please direct any queries, questions, concerns or feedback to:
sarah.ronald@negs.nsw.edu.au (Kirkwood House)  /  maxine.thompson@negs.nsw.edu.au (Saumarez House)

NEGS Boarders at Sport UNE Hockey pitches. NEGS vs RUGBY, ENGLAND NEGS Boarders checking out the snow at breakfast time last Friday

NEGS Boarders Amy Byrnes 
and Raquel Frogley at 
breakfast with the girls from 
Rugby, England. 



Science News      Miss Stone
In The Science Classroom

 Last term, our senior Chemistry and Biology students attended a number of excursions. Year 12 
Biology kicked things off with a day in Coffs Harbour attending the Museum of Human Disease 
regional workshop at the Coffs Harbour Health Campus. Students had the opportunity to see some 
amazing specimens, representing an array of human diseases. It was an early start and a long day in 
the bus but it was well worth the trip, with the girls gaining valuable insight into pathogenic 
organisms.
 Both Year 12 Biology and Chemistry classes then had the opportunity to attend a tour of our local 
water treatment plant to complement their studies. This was both informative and engaging. 

 In June, the Year 11 Biology class attended the Evolution of Australian Biota Study Day in Coffs 
Harbour. This is an initiative of the Australian Museum, Taronga Zoo and Coffs Harbour Botanic 
Gardens. The girls went to three workshops covering Australian fossils and the evolution of 
Australian animals and plants. The highlight was definitely getting up close and personal with some
'cuddly' critters, including a ringtail possum, shingleback lizard, diamond python and echidna.
Again this was a long day, however, the content covered will be extremely useful to the girls as they
continue their Preliminary Biology studies.

 Our St John's students have also experienced Science in the senior school this year. 
Kindergarten/Year 1 students learnt about the needs of animals by visiting our custom-built chicken
nursery with Year 11 Agriculture students, Year 5 learnt about rockets and Year 4 visited the 
central bearded dragons and spiny leaf insects in the Biology lab.
 
 



Holes in your Education? Not at NEGS

Do you have any holes in your education? Are there things you wish now that you had a firmer grasp of?

One of the “holes” in my education which has frustrated me over the years is not having been given a helpful historical framework 
in years 7-10. It seemed to me that we covered Tutankhamun’s tomb and the First Fleet every year and nothing else! I didn’t 
understand where things fitted in both modern and ancient history. I didn’t have a “shelf” to put things on in my mind, how to 
understand the events of history and how the world historically got to be the way it was by the 1980’s and 90’s. In fact it wasn't until 
I understood Church History at Theological college that I gained a decent framework for world history, and therefore had a clearer 
understanding of how we got here, and why Western society is as it is.

Author of ‘The Great Bible Swindle’ and current CEO of the Bible Society in Sydney, Greg Clarke argues that having little or no 
Bible knowledge leaves a “hole” in the education of our students today. That as the younger generations are growing up they 
are at a distinct educational disadvantage if they have no knowledge of the Bible. Even if you don’t regard the Bible as being of 
value spiritually, that if you have no knowledge of it as literature, as the world’s most influential text, then you will fail to grasp 
why the Western world is the way it is, how it became the cornerstone of how we have developed as a society. As simple as not 
understanding what some words mean to not understanding the basis of our legal system, Clarke argues that without a knowledge 
of the Bible, we don’t understand our roots and therefore ourselves,

‘millions of people have been denied a basic knowledge of the key text that has shaped their culture….. been ‘protected’ from an 
understanding of our roots - why we think the the way we do, why our novels are about love and suffering , why we value education, 
why science has made so much progress, why forgiveness matters, how we came to value hospitals, why we think that all people are 
equal.’ (p.13)

I agree with Clarke. It’s important to understand your roots. And whether we like it or not, the Bible has given us roots as a culture. 
The way we understand ourselves and our world owes something to the Bible. 

Are you tempted to address the ‘holes” in your education. Some would say it’s never too late to address some of those “holes”. 
I confess that I put down books like Pride and Prejudice’ and ‘The Hobbit’ as a teenager (an admission from an English teacher). 
Couldn’t get into them! But on reading them as an adult I was absolutely taken by their apt descriptions of human nature. I saw 
myself in Bilbo Baggins who sticks his hand up in the moment for high adventure but in his heart of hearts wouldn’t mind going 
home for a cup of tea! I was with Jane Austen as she dissected her characters’ virtue and vice. We read this these works because 
they change us. Good literature changes us, especially when we see ourselves in it.

Let me encourage you that if the Bible is one of your “holes’ that it’s never to late to 
start reading it. The Bible Society website has great suggestions for getting into it and 
there’s even an excellent app called “Explore”. But beware! The Bible is well known 
across time and place to be a book that gets under your skin. You will see yourself in 
it, because as we read the Bible “it reads us”. It is more than simply good literature. I 
agree with what it says about itself…

The word of God is alive and active, sharper than any double-edged sword. It cuts all 
the way through, to where soul and spirit meet, to where joints and marrow come 
together. It judges the desires and thoughts of the heart. Hebrews 4:12-13

NEGS has a long history of teaching the Bible, and I believe a wonderful history 
of giving our students the opportunity of a full education - one without Biblical 
or spiritual “holes”. I pray that our students will look back on their education and 
see that it was a full education, that enabled them to know their culture, know 
themselves, and most importantly, know God.

www.biblesociety.org.au/
http://www.thegoodbook.com.au/bible/daily-bible-reading/explore/explore-app

From the Chaplain      Mrs Eastment



Duncan Ball's Visit to NEGS
Duncan Ball, author of the “Selby” books and “Emily Eyefinger”, is coming to Armidale as part of the BOOKED IN Literature Festival 
August 13-16. This festival is a collaborative effort by the local Children's Book Council, UNE and the New England Writer's Centre. 
Details of the Festival are included in this issue of the Newsletter and there are sessions which would interest both students and 
parents. 

One of the highlights for NEGS will be a one hour session with Year 7 on 15th August at 2.15pm.  Most of the Year 7s will have had 
wide exposure to Selby and Emily Eyefinger in their early reading days and so the  focus of Duncan's session will be the construction 
of stories and character development using the familiar and popular figures from his stories as examples. This will be a wonderful 
treat heralding the start of Book Week on 18th August. The theme this year is “Connect to Reading” and Duncan's session will match 
this theme very well.

Library News      Mrs Fisher



For 10 days during the holidays a group of Year 9 and 10 students, travelled with Mrs Morley and a contingent of TAS students and fathers, to Alice 
Springs to participate in a Round Square service project at an independent indigenous school. The group were invited to participate as the school 
trialled a holiday activities project at Yipirinya School, where the current principal is former TAS Headmaster Ken Langford-Smith and the Counsellor 
is James Howey (former TAS counsellor better known to many past families as Brother James). A busy time, the week was full of service and 
activities ranging from craft and sport through to bus runs through indigenous town camps and outstations. At times the scenes we faced and the 
events dealt were quite confronting, however everybody agreed they were incredibly rewarding experiences. 

Every morning we went out on the Yipirinya School buses to pick up children from a range of locations, witnessing some of the poorest living 
conditions in Australia. During the day our girls and boys organised sporting, craft and science activities to engage the children, whilst each day the 
children were provided a range of nourishing meals in a safe and positive environment. On two of the days the team also cooked with the program 
participants, teaching them basic cooking skills and about healthy eating, whilst a further day involved an excursion to the town pool.

Over the week these children warmed to us with much trust and affection, just as the members of our group relaxed their guard and developed 
some very real relationships, and special bonds were forged between individuals. Our six girls, Sophie Close, Sophie Cockbain, Sophie Watson, 
Eliza White, Lucinda Parry and Emily Sole were outstanding in the way they stepped out of their comfort zones and gave so much of themselves. 
To the Yipirinya children, the presence of our team was a powerful role model, as both students and staff shared their skills and experiences. TAS 
fathers Tim Moffatt and Greg Treavors made a significant impact on the older boys in particular, whilst one senior student was allowed to join us on 
our final cultural tour as he prepares for a future in tour guiding. Even during the short space of a week, we were privileged to see him grow and 
develop his confidence in working with others as our students asked questions and worked with him a supportive environment.

The service week was bookended by some sightseeing at Alice Springs and a three day cultural expedition to Kings Canyon, Uluru and Kuta Tjuta (in 
the rain!), which included access to a sacred Aboriginal site, not otherwise open to the public, on the way. Our Guide Keith Aitken shared his story, 
one sadly that is not unique, of being removed from his mother as a 2 Year old and being raised in a church mission. Not accepted by his people 
due to being half-caste with a Scottish father, but not accepted as white due to his Aboriginal mother, he has had to find his way between the two 
cultures, something he now shares with great wisdom for visiting educational tour groups. 

All agreed that the program was a fantastic experience and a privilege to help those living in what many consider to be Third World conditions, right 
here in Australia. It is anticipated that this service trip will run again (perhaps in a different format) in 2015, particularly for students in Years
9 and 10. Further details will be available later in the year; meanwhile, here are a few photos to inspire you to join us next year.

Round Square      Mrs Morley

Back Row, L to R: Emily Sole, Sophie Cockbain, Eliza White, 
Samantha Morley & Erica Beggs (Williamson 1995) 
Front L to R: Sopie Watson, Sophie Close and Lucinda Parry.
At ANZAC Hill Lookout. 



Private Vehicle Conveyancing (PVC) applications – 
day and boarding students

PVC subsidy is available for eligible NSW school students, where 
there is no public transport available for all or part of the journey. An 
example of this is if families live more than 1.6km from the nearest 
transport pick up point. For further information re eligibility please 
telephone the Ministry of Transport on 1800 010 123. 
Please note: for families who are not registered, to be subsidised 
for Semester 1 (Terms 1 and 2) the cut off date for applications is 
the 18th June. If your application is successful, could you please 
forward a copy of the original form to NEGS so we can ensure that 
you will be paid correctly for your subsidy? If you have two different 
distances e.g. home to coach pick up point or home to NEGS then it is 
necessary to complete two forms. 

Thank you for your assistance.  If you have any questions, please 
contact me.  Helen Smith E: helen.smith@negs.nsw.edu.au or 
P:  6774 8700

Private Vehicle Conveyancing (PVC)

NSW Parents Council

For information on funding to Non-Government Schools, 
including an press release from the Association of 
Independent Schools, please go to this website:
http://www.parentscouncil.nsw.edu.au/Funding.htm

If parents have a further interest in issues regarding Non-
Government Schools, please take the opportunity to sign up 
for the newsletter.



































 





























Community Partnership Account
NEGS P & F    

How can supporters of NEGS P & F contribute?
New England Mutual offers a Community Partnership Account (CPA) 
which assists community-based organisations with their fundraising 
activities. NEGS P & F is registered with New England Mutual as 
a Recipient CPA Organisation. Supporters can contribute with the 
association’s fundraising efforts without it costing them a cent by 
opening a Community Partnership Account. As long as supporters 
have money in their accounts, the association will receive an annual 
bonus from New England Mutual. The more supporters NEGS P & 
F obtain, the more they will receive in their annual bonus payment 
– become a supporter today by opening a CPA with New England 
Mutual.

How does it work?
On 30 June each year we calculate the average annual balance of 
accounts held by supporters. This amount is then used by us to 
make a 1% bonus payment to NEGS P & F.  

How do I apply?
It’s easy, simply call 132 067, visit any branch or log onto 
www.communitymutual.com.au to discuss how New England 
Mutual can meet your  nancial needs.  

Community Partnership Account 
Join the Revolution in Community Banking
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Year 11 PDHPE Miss Maxine Thompson

On the 16th of July the year 11 PDHPE class travelled to Gym Ridz to participate and 
observe Cross Fit as part of our PE course to look at the different types of fitness activities 
available. We were lucky enough to watch an experienced class in a workout and were 
amazed at some of the inspiring stories of people who have experiences bad health or 
injury at some point in their life and how they have come so far to regularly participating 
in X-fit today. The owner and personal trainer Jim Ridley explained to us how X-fit works 
and that each different workout is generally given a person’s name and some of the 
workouts are named after soldiers or officers. The class then got the chance to participate 
in our own version of a X-fit workout racing against the clock. Thank you to Miss 
Thompson who organised this excursion for us we all had a fantastic time experiencing a 
new fitness activity. 
Nicola Orr - Year 11

Other comments from the class
I think the Cross Fit session was interesting and exciting. However, I feel it was a little 
bit hard. I was exhausted when the exercises kept going and I thought it wouldn’t stop. 
However, it still kept me motivated to do it. So I may still try this again, if I have a chance.
Megan Mak- Year 11

The exercises are created really well to fit individual’s needs and 
the coaches and friends keep them motivated and support them 
to fill the sets. It creates a good environment and atmosphere. 
Alice Frend- Year 11 



Sport News
Miss Laura Cambridge

It has been a busy three weeks of holidays for our students as they participated in a number of representative sports and events. 
Well done to all girls, their commitment has been well rewarded by their achievements. 

I personally went away to State Age Netball in Campbelltown where several of our 
students represented Armidale District Netball Association in their Under 15’s and 
Under 14’s teams. Charlotte Raleigh, Emily Sole and Laura Claridge were part of the very 
successful Under 15 team which finished 4th in Division 3, the highest finish for ADNA in 
some years. Thelma Dauvaunu participated in the Under 14 team which finished 5th in 
Division 4. Well done ladies, we are very proud of you.

Charlotte Raleigh continued to represent the region and played in the NIAS Netball 
team which participated in the NIB games in Maitland. This competition saw Charlotte 
play against a number of NSW academy teams of a very high standard. They eventually 
finished with 3 wins from 10 and the wonderful experience of having a NSW Swift mentor 
coaching them on the last day.

Several of our students were also a part of the New England Representative Hockey teams that travelled to Orange to compete in 
their state championships. Hopefully in the weeks to come we can report on their successes. 

The basketball competition is shaping up to be very close with our Year 9 and Year 10 team battling out against each other for top 
spots. Currently they stand at one win each and will most likely play each other again in the finals. We are not sure who is more 
competitive, the students or their proud managers, Mr O’Neill and Mr Esterbauer. 

We have a busy term ahead of us with IGSSA hockey, netball and athletics trips as well as upcoming finals in our Saturday and 
Basketball competitions.

• IGSSA - Hockey and Netball draws are available from the website

The Sports Department would like to wish all of our sportswomen the best of luck in their upcoming games and competitions.

RUGBY VISIT 2014

The Rugby School, a co-educational boarding school situated in 
Rugby, Warwickshire is one of the oldest independent schools in 
Britain. They are currently undertaking a hockey and netball tour 
of Australia and Singapore. Last week they visited the New England 
and NEGS. 

Thursday afternoon the Rugby School played two hockey matches 
against the NEGS Junior and Senior Hockey teams. With both 
being tight matches the girls played hard in cool temperatures 
demonstrating grit and determination. In the first match the NEGS 
Junior IGSSA hockey team came out victors against a much older 
team 4-2. The NEGS Senior IGSSA hockey also won over their Rugby 
opponents with a 1-0 score line, although there were some hair 
raising moments in the last minutes of the match.

After visiting some kangaroos on a snowy Friday morning, Rugby 
turned up for a day of netball at the indoor court at NEGS. The 
first match was played against the representative team from 
O’Connor Catholic College with a close finish at the end, O’Connor 
were eventual winners 27- 22 over the Rugby seconds team. The 
Rugby thirds then took on the NEGS Junior IGSSA Squad with 
NEGS winning by a resounding 23 points, 31-8. Lastly the Rugby 
firsts took on the NEGS IGSSA Senior team, with an Under 18 
Representative England team member playing for Rugby, NEGS put 
up a good fight, eventually losing 12-38.

As this is the second time that Rugby has visited the school on their 
biannual trip, we hope to see them in two years time. 
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